Given a region G in the complex plane having a nonvoid interior and two complex valued functions, / and g, defined in G, denote (/. g)a = Jj fgdxdy, ll/H a = (/, f)T.
(1) \M\ £ mD(z)\\f\\D, (see, for example, [l, p. 5]). Let <pn be any complete orthonormal sequence in L2(D). Then from [l, pp. 6 and 9]).
Let K be a given compact subset of D. Then we might wish to try to approximate the kernel function in K by using a finite series. Because of (2) and the fact that mr>(z) is continuous, it is clear that given an e>0 and a complete orthonormal {(pn}, i.e., if we can find an upper bound to the number of terms required in the series of (3) to approximate KD(z, w) in K, independently of which orthonormal sequence {</>"} is used. In this note, we show that such an upper bound cannot exist. To do this, we first prove a result which the writer and several of those he has shown it to consider quite remarkable.
If K is a compact subset of D, and e>0 is given, then there exists a complete orthonormal sequence {</>"} in L2(D) such that for all zEK and all n, \(j>"(z)\ <e.
The method of proof used is of some interest since it is one of relatively few examples of the use of doubly orthogonal functions. Proof. We may assume that K is the closure of a domain contained in D, for if not we merely enlarge K to K' satisfying this property.
Under these hypotheses we have the existence of a doubly orthogonal sequence of functions {^»(z)} (cf. [l, pp. 14-17]), that is, a complete orthonormal sequence in L2(D) satisfying (4) (^", J/m)K = Xn8"m, X" \ 0.
Indeed, 2~I*»< °°, but we do not need this here. Since Xn->0, we have Finally we note that Theorem 1 is not confined to the space L2(D). For the proof we require only the existence of a doubly orthogonal sequence \pn with X"->0. Thus, we have the result: Theorem 2. Let Hi and Ht be two complete, separable Hilbert spaces and let J: H2->Hi be a linear mapping of H2 into Hi. Suppose that J is completely continuous. Then, given e>0, there exists in H2 a complete orthonormal sequence {<pn} such that || J(j>n\\i<e for all n.
